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COLLECTIVE, STOCHASTIC AND NONEQUILIBRIUM BEHAVIOR OF HIGHLY EXCITED
HADRONIC HATTER

P. CARRUTHERS

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Labora~ory, Los Alamos, NN 87545

We discuss selected problems concerning the dynamic and stochastic behav-
ior of highly excited matter, particularly the QCD placma, For the latter
we consider the equation of state, kinetics, quasiparticles, flow proper-
ties and possible chaos and turbulence. The promise of phase space distri-
bution functions for covariant transport and kinetic theory is stressed.
The possibility and implications of a stochastic bag are spelled out. A
simplified space-time model of hadronic collisions is pursued, with applica-
tions to A-A collisions and other matters. The domain wall betw~en hadronic
and plasma phase Is of potential importance: its thickness and relation to
surface tension is noticed. Finally we review the recently developed sto-
chastic cell model of multiparticle distributions and KNO scaling. This
topic leads to the notion that fractal dimensions are involved in a rather
general dynamical context. We speculate that various scaling phenomena are
independent of the full dynamical structure, depend{ng only on a general
stochastic framework having to do with simple maps and stran~e attractors.

1, INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this lecture is to present speculations and formulate prob-

lem concerning everyday-life problems of QCD, lying neither in the limit of

infrared slavary nor asymptotic freedom. We are concerned with finding sim-

plicity in the many-particle dynamics both in multiparticle production, and

In the internal excitations and collective (flow) behavior of excited QCD mat-

ter, which we shall call for simplicity the QCD plasma, even though many

phases are conceivable,

Many important questions remain to be clarified for the extended system.

These Include:

(1) What are the quasi-particles of the plasma?

(2) What are the fluctuations in the plasma? In particular, can there be

regimes in which chaotic or turbulent behavior are manifest?

{3) What are the transport properties (heat conductivity, viscosity, con-

ductivity tensor, and generalized dielectric constant)?

(4) What are the rat~ processes when the particle species are out of equi-

librium?

Many of the foregoing problems are formidable in their own right. Wiwn w

consider the possible formation of sparks of plasma in a hadronic colllsion,

we encounter still more complex issues, Ilowindeed, can we get “on” the phase



diagrain, beginning with hadronic collisions? Beginning with a hadron of un-

known structure In quarks and glue, a highly virtual state of unknown dynam-

ics may precede a complex kfnetic phase before reaching the safety of the

phase diagram. Even then, the hydrodynamic expansion of the localized plJs-

moid, possible latent heat created at phase transitions and entropy genera-

tion precede the little understood process of hadronization.

Other speakers have focussed on recent progress in hydrodynamics and lat-

tice calculations of thermodynamics and phase behavior of extended QCD matter.

Our purpose is to outline problems and sometimes to suggest solutions for ad-

ditional dynamical behavior (expected or conce~vable) exhibited by such sys-

tems. We shall stress the nonequilibrium and stochastic behavior which are

inevitable and moreover remarkably interesting, I am convinced that simple

structures pervade these out-of-equilibrium problems and point to some exam-

ples of phenomena which already exhibit simplicity In the absence of LTE

(i.e., local thermodynamic equilibrium). Simple structures inhabit highly

excited extended matter in ways described by simple stochastic field ensembles

and by what we shall call fractal dynamics. We conjecture that for many em-

pirical features, especially those involving scaling or self-similar proper-

ties, there is a skeletal underlying dynamics of simple low-dimensional maps

which exists within the very complex dynamics of the full system. By identi-

fying these underlying structures, we not only describe data but strongly con-

strain the behavior of the full system. The results of fractal dynamics,

whose language Is that of maps (usually containing strange attractors with

nonintegral Hausdorff dimension), can be expected to be simple and potent.

If the foregoing claims seem too wild, recall that ten years ago, during

the tyranny of lns physics, scaling, parton models, etc., the key ideas of

the new dogma as expressed at this meet~ng (quark matter, hydrodynamics for

hadronlc physics) were widely despised or Ignored, Moreover QCD had just

been proposed, and only now Is the crucial role of ~lue becoming appreciated

by a connnunlty long washed tn the lore of quarks, quark bremsstrahlung, “flat”

rapldlty Plateaus, and so on. In my polemfcl “Heretical Models of Particle

ProductIon” the phenomenologlcal success of a modernized Fermi-Landau statis-

tical hydrodynamlcal model (SHM) was posed as a counter to the prevailing or-

thodoxy. Even then, w~th ISR data, the (true) rapld{ty distribution was not

flat, but Gaussian; the multiplicity was not lns but more llke the square root

of the available cm. energy as predicted (both coofflclent and power) by SHM.

The scallng violations predicted at small x were in agrmmenL with data as

well as the increase of dN/dy at 90° with increasing ●nergy. To be sure, the

Ferm{-Landau2’3 plcturo involves dubious assumptions, particularly that of

Instant thermal lzat{on within the Lorentz-contracted Initial volume. Lately
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a new view of the initial condition has been proposed by Bjorken4 and devel-

oped by the Helsinki schools in connection with A-A collisions. Although US-

age for hadron-hadron collisions is not yet authorized by the authorities,

some careful analysis along these lines is very much in order. Remember that

!..T.E. is not a prerequisite to the use of collective variables.

In the 1960’s the advent of S-matrix theory (bootstrap and the j-plane)

created a generation i’aacquainted with the substantial SHN results of Soviet

and Japanese theorists. By 1973 quark medals had made many inroads, though

not so much to high energy collision dynamics or the propertlts Qf extended

matter. As proof I can mention the oblivion of my pre-QCP paper:6 “Quarkium,

a Bizarre Fermi Liquid.” The gluons were not SL$, just U(l). Even so, one

could speculate about quark stars and various phases, for example, the lok

density Wigner lattice, the medium density ferromagnetic phase due to the

strong exchange force, quasi-particles such as plasmons, zero sound and possi-

bly superconductivity in the hadrcn condensate leading to ESP-like phase in-

formation in the leptons (now implementable with GUTS).

Despite the current infatuation with QCD matter (erroneously called quark

matter in the conference title) and despite the willingness to embrace hydro-

dynamic techniques for orientation to the evolution probiems expected in A-A

collisions, it is clear that the key problem of th~s new field is the proper

description of nonequilibrium behavior of hadronic matter by a relativistic

and quantum mechanical kinetic theory. If equilibration is occurring in some

region of space time, we can learn about it from the kinetic theory. Hydrody-

namic equations result from taking various moments of the equations of motion

of the reduced distribution functions. Even in the absence o? LIE, formal

hydrodynamic structures exist and could provide useful information.

Since 1974 I have been working out a covarlant quantum transport theory7

in collaboration with F. Zachariasen. This theory is a straightforward field-

theoretic extension of the phase space representation of quantum mechanics

put forwarda by Wigner in 1932. Recently we published a summaryg of our work

on scattering theory in this framework, emphasizing the nonrelatiw istic N-body

problem which had not been adequately studied. The formalism needs ●xtensive

development to Lecome a useful prediction tool for realistlc problems in A-A

collisions, We feel that the investment of effort is worthwhile, however, in

view of the flexibility and intuitive content of the formalism.

2. I)YNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE QCD PLASMA.

Our discussion centers on three topics:

Its, effective interactions, kinetics); (2)

Chaos.

(1) Quasi-particles (th@rmodynam-

Equation of State; (3) possible



2.1. Quasi-Particles.
4

Nest prior studies of the QCD plasma have been bound to a perturbative or

lattice computational framework. The perturbation series converges badly and

does not (aildis not expected to) reveal information on the quasi-particles

of the medium. Lattice calculations have their own strengths and drawbacks,

sharing with pertubative calculations the defect of exhibiting numerical an-

swers instead of representing physical quantities in terms of low-lying exci-

tations of the system.

By QCD plasmal” we shall mean the reconfined naive vacuum wi+.hthe basic

“potential” being cou?ombic. We stress this only because of the persistence

of papers imagining that a confining potential persists in tt,eunconfined

phase. Further, our reference system will have (except for occasional special

remarks) massless quarks. The mass scales inhabiting the full system are then

the QCD reference mass A and the temperature T. Although some calculations

pretend to be in the T >> A limit, realistic constraints based on conceivab~y

attainable temperatures dictate that almost all length/mass scales are rather

comparable for contemporary applications, e.g., T - A - 200 MeV, or sometimes,

simply mn - 140 MeV. Similarly the plasma frequency, and the thermal quark

mass are expected to be of this magnitude. Hence no asymptotic simplifica-

tions should be expected for the description of twentieth century A-A colli-

sions. Nevertheless, experience with condensed matter physics is reassuring

in that a quasi particle description Is often useful and even semiquantitation

outside idealized limlts.

Although an enormous number of possible phases can be contemplated, we

shall focus on the “obvious” excitations which may be expected in a thermal

plasma without controllable c-number sources. The gluons will acquire mass,

as will the quark. A plasmon is expected and in addition, a hydrodynamic

phononll with a velocity of l/4~. Careful calculations of damping need to be

done to see whether these quasi particles are really approximate normal modes

of the system, and if so in what range of A,T. The change in spectrum due to

turning on the interactloll: is indicated in Fig. 1. The shape of the disper-

sion curve w(p), though important for kinetic rates, Is rtotknown at present.

The effect of screening, as seen in the electric and magnetic gluon mass,

{s the analogue of the usual plasma excltation13 in an @lectron gas (or

●lectron-ion gas). Difficult gauge-invariance problems have caused much con-

troversy concerning the glue mass, particularly for the transverse (magnetic)

degrees of freedom. Following Applequlst12 we shall adopt



PiG(electric) ● gl

1$ (magnetic) -g2T (2.1)

‘Q
- gT

For accessible energy parameters g- 1 and these messes ●re ●ll of order T.

Yet another ●xcitation not visible in singlt particle propagators is the

color singlet phonon (sound wave). This spinless e%citatfon will exist

when collisions are sufficiently frequent as to &chieve local ●quilibrium,

yet not so rapid as to overdamp the mode. In contrast to the ●lectron-ion

plasma, the color difference is such that the plasmon and phonon will not be

distinct roots of the same eigenvalue equation. ls

FIGURE 1
The dispersion curves for the QCD plasma are shown qualitatively. The nonin-
+.eractingmassless spectrum (w = p) is shown in (la), When interactions are
turned on, the spectrum changes to (lb). The dotted line disappears while
massive gluons and quarks appear, along with a phonon with w = l/~3 p, p + O.
The dashed lines indicate our ignorance of the true dispersion for larger p.

From this discussion we anticipate quasi-particles whose low-momentum @ner-

gies are roughly

color

3,i--

1

Owfng to screming the long-range static coulomb potential becomes

(2.2)

(2.3)

So that a short-range residual force (energy= g2mn/e - 20 MeV) acts between

the colored plasma quasi-particles.
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Having suggested a set of low-lying excitations, we can attempt to imitate

procedures in condensed matter physics. First of all we should be able to

describe the thermodynamics of the plasma in terms of the contributions of

the quasi-particles. Secondly the original Hamiltonian should be expressible

in terms of the quasi-particle coordinates in away that gives not only the

effective interaction but also the vertices describing transitions among vari-

ous quasi-particle configurations.

First consider the most primitive thermodynamic function, the energy densi-,
ty &. In the case of free massless glue and quarks, we know that the black-

body formula holds

&
= nz

~ NdT4 (2.4)

where Nd is the active number of degrees of freedom, which for an equilibrated

plasma of Nf flavors of quarks is

‘d
=8x2+; x 2x 2x 3x N

f (2.5)

Note that Nf= 2, 3 gives Nd = 37, 47.5, enormously greater than the v~iue Nd

= 3 available to Fermi and Landau when only three types of pions were availa-

ble.

Remarkably, lattice calculations14 have shown that the “free” Stefa~-

Boltzmann law (2.4) is reached at nonasymptotic values of T. Does this really

imply that the excitations are the massless free quarks and gluons e~pected

in the limit T + ~, We believe not, and suggest that as the excitation spec-

trum shifts (tiig.1) when the interactions are turned on, a certain compensa-

tion occurs. First note that when the gluon mass becomes finite, two effects

occur, First of all there are three rather than two polarization modes, Sec-

ondly since MG - T, no matter how high T becomes, the “Boltzmann” factor,

rather Bose-Einstein factor, suppresses the contribution to thermodynamic

quantities.

~~~
(2,6)

Overall the glue contribution to E decreases, as does that ot the newly mas-

sive quark. At the same time, l~owever, the easily excited phonon mode compen-

sates to a large extent. In fact we easily find

-46-35
cph * ‘free glue

Even thougP ~he phonon is a color singlet, its dispersion curve

to contribute ~1/3 of that of massless glue (wltosecontribution

by a comparable amoul)t.).

(2.7)

is so soft as

is suppressed



Although the thermodynamic functions

to the quasi-particle spectrum, it is c“

be able to detect the quasi-particles.

not seem to exist for

plasmons by measuring

persion curves can be

crystals. The contro’

7
themselves do not seem to be sensitive

ear that controllable probes should

Unfortunately controllable probes do

A-A collisions. In a metal we are accustomed to detect

the energy loss spectrum of fast ●iectrons. Phonon dis-

precisely determined by scattering thermal neutrons from

led color probe (e.g., a fast quark or gluon) seems un-

obtainable. Hard collisions will produce such probes, but when smeared over

the broad-band beam which the collision elements represent, it is hard to

imagine seeing a recognizable signal. Color singlet density excitations of

phonon shock modes should create a high p signal, but again other explana-
1

tions for such a signal could easily be invented. Hence this system of Plas-

mons, phonons and nearly free quark excitations interacting by short-range

screened interactions, seems difficult to verify by the excitation processes

expected in the A-A collision process.

Note, however, that the equilibrium state involves an active set of fluctu-

ations (in color, due to plasma oscillations, and in color singlet density

oscillation due to the phonons). The anticipated photon/lepton pair signal

may be sensitive to these fluctuations. New calculations taking into account

these source fluctuations should be made.

As far as we know, no serious investigation has been made of the effective

Hamiltonian for quasi-particle interactions. In one way these interactions

may be simpler than in the analogous electron-ion plasma. In the latter the

phonon oscillation creates a charge density to which (charged) quasi-free

electrons couple. In the present case the phonon is color neutral, so that

the colored quasi-quarks and quasi-gluons do not interact except in pairs.

Next consider the ki~etics of the plasma in the context of traditional

rate equations. The quasi-particle vertices (Fig. 2) are the basic

ingredients, A new feature concerns the possibility of on-shell three parti-

cle reactions forbidden for the original spectrum but allowed by the downward

dispersion of the quasi-particle spectrum as exhibited in Fig. 3a. If the

interactions convert the spertrum to convex, one can imagine the heat bath to

catalyze processet previously forbidden in mass sh 11 kinetics. These proces-

ses can compete with or c.vendominate the usual calculations based on cross-

section kinetics.

Although some useful rates have been ●stimatedls by kinetic ●quations, much

remains to be done. The estimate of the time dependent populations of vari-

ous sp~cies resulting from differing initial conditions may not secm very ●x-

citing, yet is ●xtremely important in planning ●nd interpreting experimental

aata tnvolving A-A collisions. We can imagine sevwal significant relaxation
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tfmes. Below we shall argue that in some cas~s the i~ftial configuration can

be pure glue, out of thermal equilibrium. Thfs glue very likely can equlli-

Mate before enough quark pairs have been created to give true thermodynamic

●quilibrium. Further the production of strange quark pairs may be delayed

due to the larger strange quark mass. Finally the value of the baryon chemi-

cal potential can strongly bias the populations reached at a given time from

a specific tnitial condition.

(o)
t“yx(b)

t----y v ‘“(

(e)

I I I
(f) (Q) (h)

1----
(d)

\
\, ,/’

/a\
/\
/ \

(i)

FIGURE 2
Quasiparticle Feynman graphs are shown forthe QCD plasma. The solid line
r*epresent5 the (quasi) quark, the wiggly lines represent various massive
gluons and the dashed line is the phonon mode.

/
/

0
/

4

(o)

&
(b)

FIGURE 3
Convex and concave dispers~on curves dictate whether real three-particle tran-
sitions can occur. If the dispersion shown In (3a) occurs, for example, we
can have energy transport via real thru-phonon transitions.

The traditional rate wquat!ons for a spatially uniform system assume random

initial pilases so that the rate dNi/dt for ● specified momentum pi, spin Si

●nd color Cl Is calculated from the “golden rule”



dNi
—=x {[production rates j creating i]
‘t j - [destruction rates j, removing i])

with a typical term looking like ,
2

2n ~ (S(El +E2 - El - E2JIMI N1N2(N; + 1)(N’ + 1) (2.9)

1,2,2’

for creation of 1’. Here the occupation nunbers are bosonic, with particle

1’ selectad. In QCD IM12 is infrared divergent and needs to be cut off at Q2

~A2 or T2. This seems to be the least of the problems involved.

Rdther than fill pages with conceptually trivial yet unsolved equations,

we simply point out once again the practical importance of some theoretical

rate estimates to get a better feeling for the population chemistry of the

QCD plasma.

2.2. Is the Plasma Chaotic?

Recent investigations of the time dependence of spat+ally uniform classical

Yang-Mills theories by the Yerevan schoolle-lg has led to the fascinating

conclusion that such systems are inherently chaotic and possess strong mixing

properties. It is further claimed that the full system should inherit this

behavior. Indeed the highly excited QCD plasma of significant spatial extent

would seem quite close to the assumed condition for the validity of the fore-

going calculation.

We note that in classical mechanics, the chaotic behavior is in fact fully

deterministic. We would surmise several things should chaotic behavior be

indeed the rule, First of all the conventional quasi-particle picture might

become irrelevant. Kinetic-diffusive transport would be replaced by highly

efficient convective turbulent transport. Furthermore. perturbative space-

t.imearguments, on which inside-outside cascades and the like are based, may

have to be replaced by a totally different physical picture. However, the

final physical picture may be simpler than the one presented nowadays. Also

note that if the excitations are energized in a nucleus-nucleus collision,

considerable angular momentum is likely to be concentrated in vorticle eddies,

which could decay as coherent blasts of vector particles such as p, w, $ (see

Fig. 4). Signals of this sort seem new to the limited repertoire currently

discussed and hence merit serious attention.

2.3. Finite Plasma Excitations-Flasmoids,

Suppose that in some manner one has created a finite volume of plasma phase

(Fig. 5a) within the normal vacuum. Possible methods for accomplishing this

will be described in the next sectton. The structure and evolution of this

plasmoid is very complex. Here we only mention some points which do not seem
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to have attracted much notice in current literature, with exception of Ref.
20.

e- -e Before

@’

f
>

After

L’

FIGURE 4
This figure is intended to suggest the possibly enormous angular momentum
involved in a high energy nucleus-nucleus collision. One possible decay chan-
nel is through a coherent burst of polarized vector mesons.

Sicc+ the domain of excitation Is small, It seems unlikely that the phase

boundary is a mathematical surface. Instead it has a thickness 6, which is

apparently unknown and if twe to form is also of order I/Mn. In this case it

seems fair to ask the colonels of the lattice to estimate this quantity.

From Fig. (5b) we note that the average density in the shell between the

two phases is about $B. Since the energy in the shell is $B x 4rtR26, the

change in ●nergy of the shell when we change R is

dw
shel1 = (W6) dAsadA (2.10)

where dA i~ the area change and u the usual surface tension: here we see

u:#B6 (2.11)

The bulk change in volume energy due to the bag constant alone is

‘bulk= ‘d” ‘

dw
shel1

‘“du ~u,k ‘i

with A

The

tally I

volume

= 4nR2, V = 4nR3/3.

●nergy in the surface is not necessarily neglig-

t seems useful to distinguish the energy in the

For example, when plasma blobs encounter ●ach

(2.12)

(2.13)

ble lf6- 1 f. Physi-

surface shell from the

other, It Is advanta-

geous for them to fuse, eliminating the positive surface energy. (At the same

time a small heating should occur.) If 6 Is substantial, then many discontin-

uous ●ffects may get smoothed out. In sunnnary It seems worthwhile to calcu-

lato 6. Other problems may be solved in the process.
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FIGURE 5
An excited region of space-time containing QCD
boundarv is not a mathematical surface but invoives a domain wall of thickness

Dlasma is shown. The Dhase

b and a~sociated surface tension.

A particularly important consequence of surface tension is the suppression

cf potential Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in the later phases of expansion

when the acceleration R may be negative. Usually one would expect short wave-

length fluct~ations to develop exponential instabilities under suitable condi-

tions, thereby providing a mechanism for converting internal thermal energy

into the kinetic energy of soft jets. But the vastly increased surface energy

in the jet makes the latter quite un”iikely. At the same time we realize that

the aforementioned surface tension prefers spherical objects. Otherwise the

irregular geometrical structures of excited QCD plasma might become nearly

indescribable except in event-by-event fractal terms.

2.4. The Trace Theorem and the Equation of State. 11’21

The ideal relativistic equation of state

~=~c (2.14)

with p and c defined to be Lorentz scalars, is mucn used. The adiabatic sound

velocity CO, given by

(). d$l’z
co

is in this case l/~~. A connection with the classical

tensor

Is given by the tri.tie

(2.15)

●nergy-momentum

(2.16)

(2.17)

The vanlshlng of the trace (massless quanta) can then be ●ssociated with tho

validity of (2.14).
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In field theory the trace of the energy momentum tensor is expressed ln21

terms of various operators in the theory. In Ref. 11 it is argued that in the

QCD plasma (2.14) can be a reasonable approximation even in the presence of

interactions.

3. GLUONS, QUARKS AND HADRONIC COLLISIONS

3.1. Proton Structure, ~luctuations and Proton-Proton Collisions

Despite much work, lfttle is known about the detailed structure of nucle-

ons. An extensive phenomenology of valence quarks has evolved but is inade-

quate to describe hadronic collision reactions. What is needed is something

like a Fock space wave function of the proton. Such information is not avail-

able at present. Indeed, deep inelastic leptonic probes excite only the quark

s, which carry about one-half the energy-momentum inside the proton. Former-

ly, !fithe quark era, itwtis imagined that the remaining half might reside in

a wee sea of q; pairs. Lately it has become evident that the missing half

must be due to the (confining) glue; indeed, indirect measurements of the

gluon structure functions have been presented. Computation of hard jets22

based on such information have given quantitative confirmation of perturbative

QCDwith the quark-gluon distributions inferred from leptonic probes. It ap-

pears that as the energy becomes still higher, gluon collisions will become

the predominant reaction mechanism.

The thrust of the present section is to present arguments that.beg{nning

at still lower energies (i.e., Fermilab on up) the preexisting gluon cloud is

priI’ICipdllY responsible for the degradation of initial kinetic energy into

soft hadrons. Although many of these arguments were recent?y published,23 we

shall repeat the main point!, since they are at variance with pre~ailing opin-

ion. To be clear, we put ollrposition as follows:

(1) Quark bremsstrahlung is an effect of secondary importance.

(2) Color separation and dielectric breakdown (i.e., strings) are of

minor importance for multihadron production In hadron-hadron colli-

sions.

(3) The collision of the preexisting conffning gluon clouds Is the prin-

cipal vehicle for transforming kinetic energy to soft multlparticle

final states.

The qualitatlvr framework described here is an extension of the picture

pro?osed in 1974 by Pokorskl and Van Hove.*’

Our conceptual framework can be expressed as a series of questions:

(a) What are the ql:antacornprisinq the proton and how are they distrib-

uted?



(b)

(c)

(d)

(~)
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How do these degrees of freedom share the ovaflable ●nergy-momentm?

What are the fluctuations?

When two protons collide, what is the differential behavior of the ini’”

tial quarks and gluons?

Immediately following the colllsion, what is the nature of the exci-

tations (diffractive and central, e.g.).

What are the space-time evolution and hadronization properties of the

distinguishable subsystems?

To first approximation the proton is composed of three va?ence quarks ●s,-

corted by a cloud of confining glue. Although the ●nergy is fixed, there

could be interesting fluctuations in the amount shared at a given time between

the gluon and quark subsystems. As a speculative digression, let us ask the

following question: Is the “bag” stochastic? We ask this question because

of the example of chaotic behavior found in the uniform classical Yang-Mills

theories as described in Refs. 16-19. Supposing that the effect of confine-

ment does not destroy the chaotic fluctuations induced by the glue self-

couplings, we imagine the glue energy to be distributed over a large number

of virtual modes. In that case the valence quarks can be imagined to lie in

an effective heat bath, Even though the (classical) motion is deterministic,

there will exist a coarse-grained entropy and temperaturci. In this manner

one might be able to justify otherwise dubious attributions of temperature

an energy eigenstate, here the proton, It has been noticed that structure

functions do resemble thermal aistributions26 but no prior ideas have been

to

produced to just;fy such a picture. In a nucleus, the ●ffect of binding will

be to decre~se the effectlvti temperature and ●lso to change the effective size

of the nucleons. (Hagedorn and Rafelski2a havo shown how the EMC ●ffect can

be fit by a 20% increase in nucleon radius in ● thermal model of the hadron. )

Fluctuations in the ●nergy share of hadronic constituents are experimen-

tally testable, extremely important and probably ●lrcdy gathering dust on

data tapes. What is needed is event-by @vent analysis of the asynunetry of two

Identified leadingp articles, with momenta PR and PL. Besides the invariant.—
mass of the residual system (“fireball,” call it)

(PR - pL)2 = fll~ (3.1)

we need the rapidtty distribution Y of the fireball.

To put th~possibflities in ● vivid light, we give ● (si~lified) but

instructive history of r p-p collision in the Pokorski-Van Hove model. We

beg~n with the observation that there ia ●n ordering of cross sectionsR7 in

QCD Born terms



‘GG“ ‘Gq “ ‘qq

1=4

(3.2)

This certainly overstates the cast; what is really certain, however, is the

ratio of color weights in the final state, I.e.,

% t3x8 0
—-im=3OGq

%J= 8x3 8
3=3=3awl

(3.3)

Eq. (3.2) may then be regarded as the “large 8/3 approximation.”

8efort giving cautionary remarks, consider the intuitive space-time picture

given in Fig. 6 for a nearly head-on collision. Because of (3.2) the glue is

stripped from the valence quarks which then reconstitute themselves as diffrac-

tively excited objects in a characteristic time y/A. The bulk (nondiffrac-

tive, nonjet) hadronization is then due to the degradation of the gluon energy

of motion into soft modes.

(3-
●--.--

z-
● :

71A

FIGURE 6
This cartoon shows stag~s In ● proton-proton collltion. (Th@ dashed lines
donoto virtual glu~.) At t ■ O + c the confining glue has bean stripped loav-
Ing bare quarks ●scaping the region wharein the gluon clouds &r. straamlng
through ●ach other. At ● later tlma t: y/A the bar. quarks have reconstltu-
tod thamsclvos while tho d~grad~d gluon cloud is evolving towards hadroniza-
tion into many quanta.

(1) It is compl~tely natural in this picture that the leadlngpartlclgs

should have about $ the total Initial ●nergy. (An important topic not ad-

drassed her~ Is the ●pparent increase In this fraction ongoing from ISR to ~p

collidw ●nargies. )
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(2) In this ~del thecollfsf~n of the preexisting (confining) glue clouds

dominates. Hadrons are transparent to the valenca quarks, with radiation of

glue (or photons) from quarks playing a minor role.

(3) Diffractive excitation can be color coherent. Although~, ~ (and

higher dimensional) color configuration are possible, with strings attached

to the “fireball,” color tubes are not compulso~ (in contrast to e+e- annihi-

lation) and could be negligible.

(4) Universality of hadronic multiplicities and their distributions is nat-

ural due to the passive role of the valence quarks in this model.

(5) Nondiffractive soft hadronization depmds only on the “available” ener-

gy left behind by the leading particles

‘had
‘w (3.4)

Failure to take account this elementary fact has led to a multiplicity litera-

ture full of confusion.

(6) As mentioned above, f will differ event by event. It is extremely im-

portant to know P(f) in order to learn more about the structure of the proton

and internal fluctuations of the proton.

Further discussion of this model can be found in R(C. 35. At present the

picture is mainly qualitative and requires much work to be promoted from model

to theory.

3.2. What Happens When the Gluon Clouds Collide?

Accepting the notion that the principal event in a typical hadronic colli-

sion is the collision of the glue clouds, we are faced with the problem of

describing the dynamical evolution of this system. In the past the most com-

mon approaches belong to two extreme limits:

(a) Thermalization in the Lorentz-contracted Fermi-Landau volume (strong

interaction limit),

(b) perturbative, now leading log calculations of quasi-zoft processes

(weak coupling limit).

There is a third point of view, which can be traced back to Heisenberg,xo and

which we think has merit, as discussed below:

(c) Nonlinear field coupllngs transform kinetic energy to internal ●nergy

in a manner similar to fluid turbulence.

In our view, elements of each of thesa viewpoints are necessary in a cor-

rect picture. The conceptual problem is to figure out whan to eqhasize one

view or the other. To di$cuss this we consider space-time to be dissected by

hypersurfaces [the simpl~stze are hyperboloids Is ~ ta - ~a = T;; ● familiar

one in the Landau model is the hadronization surface defined by T(t,g) = Mn].
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We speak of a sequence of stages, which may depend on momenta, as well as oth-

er variables.

(a) Initially, the overlap of virtual glue will not be describable by on-

shell kinetic theory (e.g., with cross-section determined rates). Instead

one envisions the interpenetration of two streaming glue clouds, dominated by

low-momentum transfer amplitudes. In a perturbative description), one expects

a web of branching (three-point) vertices degrading the initial momenta into

a large number of soft gluons. During this phase, it may be that few quarks

and antiquarks are created.

(b) At a certain stage, mass shell kinetic theory becomes appropriat~.

Since the system is highly nonuniform and expanding, numerical predictions

wI1l not be easy. (This is where the covariant phase space distributions ad-

vertised in the introduction could be useful, ) Plasma computer simulation

techniques may be of use in this regard. Although the system may be far from

equilibrium, the number of variables necessary for its description is drasti-

cally reduced (for example to one- and two-part,icle distribution functions,

complicated by the existence of lots of quantum numbers). Hydrodynamic behav-

ior may exist without thermodynamic equilibrium,

(c) If the system does not ~eparate, experience shows that the kinetic sys-

temwill establish a local equilibrium. It is at this point that many people

get cold feet with regard to attainment of LTE in ~ stage of a hadronic col-

lision. The larger space-time arena offered In A-A collisions seems safer,

We have an open mind on this issue, believing that experiment will provide

the answer. Note that several kinds of equilibrium can be contemplated,

First of all the gluons could thermally equilibrate on a time scale such that

equilibrium has not yet been established with q~ pairs, Also the strange

quark pal-s are expected to appear later as a result of mass suppression.

(d) After the foregoing evolutlon through the Infinite dimensional phase

space, we can hope (locally) to have arrived “on” the phase dlagrtim of equili-

brium stntlstical mechanics. In that case we can use hydrodynamics supplemen-

ted by microscopic transport coefficients. Remember, however, that the inter-

nal motions due to the quasi-particle spectrum Is occurring and may be very—.
important for observable signals, In addltlon, chaotic turbulent behavior of

the highly ●xcited system (having significant vorticity) seems ltkely,

(e) Entropy and Hadronlzation. Contemporary QCD hadronlzation predlct!ons

@r. based on a comblnatlofl of largely empirical fits and prayer, Therefore,

It would seem useful to modernize one of Landau’s especially ingenious Ideas,

namely to emphasize the prlvlloged rolo of tho ●ntropy fn the hydrodynamic

●volution in hls mod@l.3 Recall that although the numbers of species (and

even their type) change fn the evolution, the entropy four current Is
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conserved apart from latent heats at first order phase transitions and irre-

versible effect; (hopefully calculable). In Landau’s theory there is a hype~

surface of separation on which the final hadronic populations are just becom-

ing free, though in eqllilibrium. In this circumstance the number of quanta

(expanded now in hadron coordinates) is 4Sfwhcre Sfinal z Sf is the same as

‘initial E Si defined on whatever hypersurface equilibration sets in.

It would seem extremely useful, therefore, to try to extend the entropy

concept to the field theoretic domain. As shown by Boltzmann, the entropy is

very useful in kinetic theory regardless of questions of local equilibrium.

For example, for probabilities pi, we have the prototype formula

s =- Pi flnPi (3.5)

i

and in quantum theory we can use -Tr(p tn p) with p the density matrix.

Next consider two estimates of entropy p:”oduction derived from the hydrody-

namical model but corresponding to two different initial conditions. First

we consider the original Fermi-Landau boundary condition, i.e. , instant tner-

mallzation in Lhe Lorentz contracted volume. Using free thermodynami~ func-

tions, we found3s

‘f =
7.4 N:fbW~ad

where f was defined il)Eq. (3.4).

which translates to a charged multlplic~ty

N -2,46 fl/4W:;; ‘2.46 Whad
3/4,Ml/4

ch -

(3.6)

(3.7)

Using the average f of 0,4-0.5, we get Nch~ * W:ad , which is a rather spectu-

lar predictlo~, good to within 10%. Howevor, the f~ dependence allows one to

check on the separate W, Whad dependence. The dataso of Basile ●t al. In fact
4conflfct with the f . Although recalibratfons for distinct ISR energies may

be problematic, we are left with the likely failure of the lnlt~al geomntry

but a llngerlng puzzle regarding thu otherwise good agreament.

Contlnulng doubts concerning the assumptions underlying the Fermi-Landau

inltlal condition have led to the formulat~on of an alternative ona, based on

Bjorken’s “lnslde-outside” cascade modol. ze Here the ●arly stages are de-

clared intrinsically q~antal, with hydrodynamic ●volutlon occ~rving wlth!n a

two-dimensional (positive time) hyperboloid t* > T;. The equations of motion

are as before but with an injection of en~rgy momentum on the hyperboloid

t = to accord!ng to31-3z

#T
pv

= co(y) U“(s(t- l.) (3,8)



The variables are T* = t2 .x*, y=*

energy density as a function of fluid

order 1 f and CO(Y) fs estimated from

18

~n (t + x)/(t - x); cO(y) is an input

rapidity y.
‘o is imagined to be of

observed hadronic rapidity densities.

Having waited until a later (cooler epoch) to begin the hydrodynamical evo-

lution, it is of interest to verify that the correct entropy (hence multiplic-

ity) is predicted by this approach. Projecting Eq. (3.8) on the four-velocity

u‘, we find the entropy flow

“vaPT
+

CO(Y)
= aps~=-6(t -To) (3.9)

integration gives for the entropy production

s
‘oTo

= ~ cosh
-1 ‘had ~ ‘O(y) ‘O

2T0
An (2thad/~o)

o ‘o
(3,10)

‘here ‘had: ‘O y
is the typical hadronization time, co(y) has been estima-

ted4 to be (Al is the colliding area and nllthe transverse mass)
J.

‘ml’d~

CO(Y) - — —

- ‘O*1‘y

1

(3,11)

. l+C:
1

()

gtJ!
(3.12)

‘o? ‘y .

by Bjorken4 and Gyulassy bnd Matsui .33 For c~ = 1/3 the distinction is not

important here so we use (3.11). The multiplicity then becomes (removing 1!
1

to get to the uniform two-dimensional case)

(3,13)

dN is well fit by 0,51n W/mp from IS!?to collider energy. The multipli~ity

then varies as

N: K Rn2s (3.14)

with s measured in G&Vz, and K ~ 0,2S. A reasonable experimental value is

K-- O,72. Considering uncertainties, (3.14) is in reasonable accord with

data, given all the uncertainties.

(f) Threshuld for Disappearance of Cascades in A-A CollisioIIs. Consider

an idealized A-A collision alol]g the lines of the Pokorski-Vail Hove model.

If the energy is high enough, the stripped valence quarks cannot reconstitute

their glue clouds in t{me to encounter anothor strong stripping (although 3/8

is not comfortably close to zero for siifcessive collisions!) Question--what
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is the threshold for the suppression of exponential cascading, or more collo-

quially the onset of transparency? (At this meeting we have seen the reputa-

tion of transparency clouded by Busza’s new data. )34 To answer this we com-

pute the energy for which the dressing

nuclea)’matter. Using R = rOAl/3(r0 ~

2R ~—.
Y -A ‘

Since y = E/mp for a nucleon we find

E ~ 2A1’6 GcVcm. -

distance equals the length of traversed

1.4 f) we get

{3.15)

(3.16)

We note that Eq. (3.15) has been derived in a different context by Gyulassy.34

The coefficient is crude but the A1/6 dependence is characteristic. For pA

collisions the coefficient decreases by @.

Perhaps this prediction has already been disproved. Regardless of its mer-

it, as long as one speaks of “transparency” the question posed is interesting.

4. THE STOCHASTIC CELL MODEL OF MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS; FRACTAL !IYNAMICS

Everyone agrees on one thing--there will be lots of particles produced in

relativistic A-A collisions. The number produced in accelerator pp or ~p col-

lisions is impressive enough, with an average of 12, 29 charged particles at

63 GeV, 540 GeV cm. energies, dhat is more, the multiplicity distribution

has a long n tail with significant population even at z = il/~- 3. For a 100

on 100 GC;’per particle collider, the nuc’icon-nucleon average charged multi-

plicity will be about 20. Scaling this by your favorite A dependence creates

a horde of particles which give detection problems, but also inspires the hope

of creating in the laboratory dense concentrations of hadronic matter.

Every ~opular model for total multiplicities is model dependent to varying

degree, Most common are
.

lns = A+ q ~ns +C(flns)2 + D(fins)3 + .m.
‘ch

-
SHM

‘ch =
l(sP

P:i ‘K=2

QCD il
ch

=a+bexp[c~~~]

There are various unresolved problems, even for data analysis. The first

question is: what is the correct s to use in 4.1? In Sot, 111 wa argued

that for bulk hadronization ~t high ●nergy we should rcmovo two units of

charge for leading particles and (1 - f) W for the ●nergy residing in the

leading particles. Therefore in (4.1) we suggest

(4.1)
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ii - -2
ch + ‘ch

(4.2)
~1/2 ● ~

(Still, f should vary event by event, a fact not properly accounted for in

4.1.) Once this correction is made each of formulas (4.1) is numerically

satisfactory through collider energies.se [Note that the resealing of s% in

(4.2) rearranges terms in the log expansion of 4.1.]

Different information should be contained in the multiplicity distributions

Pn = On/Oi n where an and Uin are the n’mprongand inelastic cross sections,

respectively. The shapes of Pn vs. n are rather different for hadron produc-

tion in hadron-hadron, lepton hatironand e+e- collisions. Yet all seem to

obey the scaling property

iPn - *(A) (4.3)

known as Koba-Nielsen-Olesen scaling37 (KNO).

Many dynamical/g,eometrical models have been brought forth to explain (4.3),

which was originally explained by Feynman scaling. The latter works less well

than (4.3), an observation which has recently inspired considerable interest.

Recently we noticed3a-39 that a quantitative description of hadron-hadron

multiplicity distributions followed from a mcciel-independel~t stochastic theory

borrowed from quantum optics. This stochastic cell model has two basic as-

sumptions:

(1) The emitting system can be partitioned into k independent source ;

(2) A simple statistical distribution is assigned to the emitting fields.

For hadron-hadron collisions one assumes Gaussian random variables for cells

of equal intrinsic strength.

In this case the counting distribution is the negative binomial or general-

ized Bose-Einstein

and the asymptotic form is very simple:

~k
;P:-qlk(z)= -z

k-le-kz

(4.4)

(4.5)

Fig, 7 shows an example of fit; consult Refs. 38-40 for more detai~ed ~nforma-

tion and also the modtfied density matrix needed to describe the narrow e+e-

hadron distributions. Here we only note that the number of cells (which can

be an average and not necessarily an integer) lies between 3 and 4 as we go

from Fermi lab to ~p collider energy.
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FIGURE 7
d~+a is shown for the original Slattery fit
(4.5j for k = 4 [labelled (2)] and k= 6 [la-
= 20 corresponding to the indicated pseudo
Data sources are given in Ref. 38.

A slow increase of k with increasing ~ will show up as a sharpening of the

KNO plot (i.e., a systematic but slow violation of energy scaling). A partic-

ular prediction of this will be given below, for Oesertron pp energies (40

TeV in cm.) and for A-A collisions. Except for an ●ver-present larga n tail,

t,hecentral multiplicity may become Poisson In character with Increasing A.

Hence the A dependence of the KNO plot snould provide a sharp test of theories

of the multiplicity distributions.

In the stochastic cell model, the main question Is to interpret its one

parameter--the number k of abstract cells. Traditionally one would think of

a small number of emitting fireballs or [super) clusters. In our opinion such

an approach Is not an explanation but only provides an overly simplistic name——

to the em!tting ObJeCt. We believe that the cells possess a dual role: that

of labeling Independent ●rgodic cells In phase space (having topological

structures, very lfkely) and also characterizing simple dynamical maps which

contain the ●ssence of th~ full problem.

We recently suggast@d4i that three vary differant phenomena--hadron?c multi-

plicity distributions, galaxy countu In clusters ●nd turbulence--share a com-

mon fractal dimension (2.6). Thos@ systems ●ra ●ssentially self-slmllar,

dissipative ●nd procead through high ●xcltatlon, This r~sult provides ●

21
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strong hint towards an eventual description of highly excited but perhaps non-

●quilibrium QCD matter.

For dealing with such problems we replace the infin+te number of degrees

of freedom homomorphically with a low-dimensional map (this is where the hard

work lies!). Although the simplest one-dimensional cascade (basically the

Cantor set) is very suggestive of the observed universality, generallywe will

expect a more structured map, with an associated strange attractor of coninte-

gral fractal dimension. For such sets continuity is the exception and beauti-

ful fractal structures (composed by self-similar insertions) as discussed by

Mandelbrot42 probably exist in the complex many-body dynamical systems, impos-

ing themselves on prominent fea~ures of the data as described above. Finally

it seems likely that many of these results can be obtained without the neces-

sity of thermal equilibrium.
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